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You can learn to asK stupiD questionS....

A training in pure observation and free association

as indicated earlier, asking stupid questions is essential. stupid questions encourage 

better perception, creativity (less goal-oriented thinking) and shed a different light on 

and around the so-called obviousness.

Example:  In  what  respect  has  this  been  stated  before?

This  fictional  après-avantgarde  workshop  askinG  stupiD  questionS  creates  confusion, 

wonders,  questions  and  puts  you  on  your  other  leg,  just  as  art  and  science  have 

traditionally tried to do so since ages. Thus learn to look at the world as if you were 

never born and get rid of your fixed habits of thinking by observing very precisely.

Based on routine and expectation patterns, most of daily reality is completed as a dead 

boring form. This is a pity, because there is so much more to experience with an open-

minded view! But in order to think out-of-the-box, at least you have to pry open the top 

a  little.

This is at odds with everyday life, where the desire for efficiency sweeps all hilarity 

off the table. But watch out; the paradox of the stupid question is that it is certainly 

not easy, but all the more addictive.
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implementation

a stupid question can:

¤     question a situation? (where am I!)  

¤     question individuals? (Who are we!)  

¤     deny itself? (wasn't this a question!)  

¤     ask for itself? (did you find my question!)  

types of stupid questions:

¤     you can ask others private questions about yourself  
  that no one can know: how do you know!

¤     you can ask a question about a question (paradoxical question)  
  how many examples do you have left!

¤     you can take One or another thing too literally  
  where did you get all those letters from?

¤     you can ask for the known way  
  what or who is in your sandcastle!

¤     you can create confusion with a stupid question  
  is this is the practical example for later!

¤     you can swap elements and make “wrong” connections  
  you didn't see something < how do you know!

¤   you can ask various questions to a (person in) a picture  
  Do you have a mustache!
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Beyond that,...

A stupid question can appeal to the imagination: do I get that?

A stupid question may contain an answer: have you seen the box with answers yet?

In this age of pumping up, censoring, acting superficial and interesting, politically correct 

or climate neutral, only that which looks cool and impressive seems to have a right to exist. 

Fortunately, the stupid Questions are diametrically opposed to this and have nothing to do 

with the outside temperature. After all, during this workshop your senses, observations and 

processing device are your only tools. You will practice intensively with making a fool of 

yourself.

The universal key (which one?) is a skill that can be practiced by learning to ask stupid 

questions. This is done by exposing the piece of reality, that you normally don't think 

about. Free thinking therefore starts with good perception, asking stupid questions goes 

even light years further: namely, It transforms perception, rather than just letting it 

wash over you.

However, the pitfall is to want to be too funny, Whereas this workshop is purely 

intended as a thinking-exercise and not as a cabaret-course.  Wanting to be too Funny 

cramps the process. so try to keep asking stupid questions in an open minded way, 

which by the way can be quite funny as an afterthought anyway. In a good observation, 

your silly question is already waiting for you: Is it true what I see here?
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Definition            Pagina 0.1

A stupid question is a counterproductive or irrelevant question that at first glance 

appears to serve no purpose. The stupid question does not need to be answered and is 

never  meant  to  be  humiliating  or  insulting.

Purpose

Stupid questions encourage better observation, freer thinking and they shed a new 

light on the so-called obviousness.

The question itself is not from yesterday, as you may know. Yet we ignore Socrates, 

Plato, and modern management-methods (how do I motivate my employees) in order to 

further  carve  out  our  own  forest  path  in  the  sand.
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